"Junior Month"

Twelve Colleges To Be Represented

New York City will again be the campus and sociological laboratory for twelve college juniors during the month of July, when they will attend "Junior Month" run by the New York Charity Organization Society. This is the twelfth summer of "Junior Month." All expenses of the students are met by a board member of the Charity Organization Society who feels more than repaid by the enthusiastic interest of the Juniors. During the month visits, before and after work are coordinated through round table discussions. The purpose of "Junior Month" is to give the undergraduate a panoramic view of modern, second, for the percentage of the class present, and lastly, for their respective grades in college. The cup is given by President Marshall to the class who best meets these requirements.

COMPETITION SING TAKES PLACE

Classes Meet On Library Steps

On Friday of this week, the Student Body, for the fourth year, is gathering on the library steps for the competition sing. The colleges march up the road to the steps in a body, singing the Marches, then turn, offer two songs. They are judged, first, of course for their singing, its tone, harmony and vol-

FELICIA HEAD TO MEET WITH C. C. REPUBLCANS

Mrs. McClosky, head of Policla is coming to campus Tuesday, May 22. She will confer with anyone interested in Knowlton at 4 o'clock. Immediately after her talk, the people to be sent to the University of Connecticut to sing at and 8 o'clock that night she will meet them for a drive, 11 to 12 o'clock, for a stately, gray library back of them, the spread of the sea, harbor and New London town before them a blur. If you are interested in making competitive sing an event of great beauty and importance.

Freshman Tree Planting Takes Place

Ceremony Impressive

The Freshman tree planting was an event of the "Junior Month" calendar. The Freshman class, clad in white, marched in solemn procession to take their places near their tree, around which the other classes and the visitors had already gathered. The tree chosen this year is a large beautiful spruce which Senator Brugmann has planted several years ago by Ewald's residence near Thomas Hall. Gwendolyn Tha-

Is Debating to Flourish at C. C.?

Saturday, May 12, an Intercollegiate Debating League Conference was held at Smith College. Frances Wells, chairman of debating for 1928-1929 was present as the delegate represent-

AWTEN KATER Foundation Offers Scholarships

Second National Radio Audition to be Held

In September the second national radio audition will be held under the auspices of the AWTEN Kater Foundation. Radio audition will be held under the auspices of the AWTEN Kater Foundation. $17,509 cash, and free music conservatory scholarships have been off-

"The Magic Flute" Delightfully Presented

Freshman Class Proves Ability

A long, gay, multi-colored procession winds down the hill, and the assembled spectators, after a short prayer, as freshmen pageant has begun! Two trompeteurs invoke our attention, and a clear-voiced herald reads the pro-

Intercollegiate Debating League Conference Held at Smith

In the state and district auditions, voices will be heard over the radio, and will be judged by the votes of radio listeners, who will cast their ballots in person, per cent, and opinions of com-

competitors will enter through local

Second National Radio Audition to be Held

Radiation of the Admiration

The admiration of the whole college has been won by the class of '31. Their production last Saturday shows careful preparation and decided ability. The leaders' songs and the written lines reflect the good judgment of Elmer Kay, Dorm chairman. He approached Deputy Taylor to write the pageant. The smooth, uninterrupted performance, and the spirit of the whole group is the result of the influence of Gertrude Smith's capable leadership, and the enthusiastic cooperation of the individual performers.

The pageant moved smoothly, but in a relatively short time. The program is divided into two parts: the first, a tale of romance and chivalry should.

The sights of the pageant were well handled, the stage settings were with the aid of Oberson, bears off the Sultan's daughter. At length we had the Sultan's decision winds down the hill, and the assembly is in the process of winding down the hill, and the assembly is in the process of conclusion winds down the hill, and the assembly is in the process of conclusion winds down the hill, and the assembly is in the process of conclusion winds down the hill, and the assembly is in the process of
COLUMBIA TO CHANGE CURRICULUM

Columbia is radically changing its curriculum and beginning the spring term each student will have to take "two free electives." In the two of the following groups: I. Mathematics: Chemistry, History, Botany, Geology.

In commenting on the change President Nicholas Murray Butler says: "Of the undergraduate body in Columbia College at least three fourths look forward to further study, either in the graduate school or in the professional schools in the university but they are under the baccalaureate degree.

These pre-professional students follow programs of study suggested to them by their advisers, with one of whose instruction the candidates are in almost every school lower than that same person made to cause of the interest. the increased facilities, of course, but might be made possible the program of study must be planned with a definite goal in view and yet made sufficiently flexible to meet the needs of various types of undergraduate students.

"With this dual end in mind, the work of the first two years is planned so that it will be preliminary and exploratory. Any student satisfactorily completes the work of the Freshman and Sophomore years with no additional courses he will have accomplished something toward making himself an intelligent citizen.

Newly-admitted students will have to make this decision and whether he has ambitions and abilities which he has and his ambitions, and aid him to reach those decisions affecting his career which will be correct.

Another important principle has entered into the making of the new program. Every effort has been made to measure progress toward the bachelor's degree in terms of real achievement rather than in prescribed courses, or hours, or points, or graduation kind.

"COLLEGE"

"College, of all places, should be a place where the spirit can pump free into nature, men, and instruction, and perhaps find the place where it will become what it is. I am at home in every college. can give this to a man or a woman who has been given a blessing worth the existence of the college."—The Saturday Review.

COLLEGE MEN IN DEMAND

There are so many good stories these days of the eminence of business standing in line to offer employment to Yale seniors as soon as they are graduated. College boys, frequently to the surprise of the man to be obliged to hustle to get a job. Now we can see the advantage of being in the office of the bureau of appointments, with Meg Cray and Mr. Conklin, the latter's pockets bulging with questionnaires and waiting anxious to up the song of EII before the supply runs out.

Opportunity seems to be beating a tattoo on the door of the Yale eminence. About all banks, brokerage houses, insurance companies, shipping lines, railroads, and other important business concerns are looking for Harvard graduates. It is thought that the reason for this is that Harvard graduates are not as numerous as at the time. The fact that the eminence is looking for a few graduates adds to the number of the universities which employ graduates and so gives us a very tolerable and reconcileable view of the life of the great genius. In revising this book, I should say it is worth reading on a rainy day—not hellish but funny. N. L. 20.
FRESHMEN BEAT JUNIORS, 33-11

The second baseball game of the season was played on Tuesday last between the Freshmen and Juniors. The Freshmen succeeded in beating the Juniors with a score of 33-11. The first inning started out well for the Freshmen with a score of twenty-three runs, and everyone up to bat three times. But the second inning, they were hampered considerably by the Juniors who managed to prevent them from getting any runs. It took the Juniors a little time to get used to the Freshmen method of batting the ball way out to one particular section of the field, but after the first two or three innings they controlled the score of the Freshmen quite well. However, not quite enough to offset the advantage gained by the latter in the first inning, although the Juniors themselves had run up their own score pretty well in the second inning. The game was irregular to an unexpected degree.

Miss Tapley, Miss Williams, Miss Crofoot, and Miss Zuydhock.


Miss Tapley was umpire.
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The Famous Parker Method of Hair
Hair Goods and Toilet Preparations
GARDE THEATRE
STATE STREET
New London, Conn.

Expert Hair Bobbing, Marcelling
Entrance Crown Theatre Lobby
Manicuring, Facial Treatment
GREETING CARDS
SEVENTY-X BRAND

CAPITOL THEATRE
BANK STREET
New London, Conn.

Dresses, Knit Suits
Sweaters and Underwear
CROWN BEAUTY SHOP
(Formerly Morton's) Phone 8277
Entrance Crown Theatre Lobby
Expert Hair Bobbing, Marcelling
Permanent and Finger Waving
Manicuring, Facial Treatment
The Famous Parker Method of Hair and Scalp Treatments
Hair Goods and Toilet Preparations

M O O R E ' S
Cleaners and Dyers

FACULTY AND CABINET
PICNIC TOGETHER
The Faculty Committee on Student Organizations and the new cabinet were the guests of the old cabinet at a picnic supper held Tuesday night. The piknickers walked out to the precipice in Bolleswood, where a fire was made to heat the coffee. After the food had disappeared Dicky Kip inveigled his father and several of the girls into a half game, and Honey Lou Owens and Betty Gallop gave a lovely exhibition of co-operativeมอง-leading. The members of the Faculty Committee who were there were Dean Benedict, Dr. Forrester, Dr. McKee, Miss Fairchild, Miss Clark, and Dr. Kip.
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H ere we are with a most intriguing collection of clothes for day and evening wear. Perfectly good sports clothes, Denim, sandals, tennis socks, and logerrie! Darling little transparent velvet or suetfu coats to wear over romantically fragile-looking evening frocks! And your allowance goes an amazing way with Macy's low prices!
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